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Release Notes

Issue # Category Found In
Release

Module Title Release Note

165502 Feature
Enhancement

N/A Add & Edit Ability to disable warning message caused by inactive
UDF list values

DISABLE_INACTIVE_UDF_WARNINGS is a master
controller of the warning message. If it s set to YES we
ignore the warning generated when a stale value is set
within an issue.  We use the values from the allowed
value setting if this behavior setting is not set to YES.

162282 Feature
Enhancement

N/A Administration Extended decimal display field type allows display of %
symbol

The data dictionary now allows a new attribute for decimal
field types to be defined.  This allows the formatting of a
decimal field with a percentage sign.

128068 Feature
Enhancement

N/A EV Mail Provide a better mechanism to eliminate original text from
email replies within EVMail

A new mechanism has been created that is independent
of all email clients to allow the suppression of the original
email when replying to an email notification generated by
ExtraView.  The EVMail client can now reliably append
only the new entry to a comment in the ExtraView issue
when updating the issue.

162437 Feature
Enhancement

N/A Layout Rendering New administrative option to edit issues within a modal
window

This new option allows an edit session initiated by using
an Edit button on a related issue display to use a modal
window within the current window, as opposed to using a
new window.  This provides access control to a parent
issue while a child issue is being edited.

163486 Feature
Enhancement

N/A Layout Rendering New mechanism to allow screen titles to be populated
from the layout description name

The title for add and edit screens has traditionally been
taken from the title to the data dictionary entry for the
ADD_PROBLEM, ADD_PROBLEM_SUMMARY and
EDIT_ISSUE_SUMMARY fields.  These entries are
global.  In order to provide different titles for different
layouts, you can define a title in the data dictionary of
$$LAYOUT.TITLE$$.  Once this has been done, the title
is displayed using the title to the layout, not the data
dictionary entry, allowing a separate title to be defined for
every add and edit screen in the system.

164896 Feature
Enhancement

N/A Layout Rendering New option to edit issues within a modal window A new layout cell attribute has been created that allows a
user who opens an issue for editing via an
EDIT_BUTTON on a related issue display, to open the
issue within a popup, modal window.  This prevents the
user from modifying the underlying parent issue while
editing the related issue.

165235 Feature
Enhancement

N/A Layout Rendering Create new custom display type field for shaded regions This new feature allows two custom fields to be defined
using the convention of SHADE_PRE_xxx and
SHADE_POST_xxx.  When these are placed on layouts,
all the rows between the fields will be provided with a
colored or shaded background.  The administrator can
also define a legend and a style for the group of rows.
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130053 Feature
Enhancement

N/A Rules Engine New rule feature that gets the "owner" of a value in a UDF
list

All list values may have an owner defined.  This allows a
user associated with a specific list value to be notified
automatically.  A new rule qualifier has been introduced to
allow this value to be read by a rule.  For example the
following rule will set the OWNER field within an issue to
the value of the list field's owner:

if (CUST_LIST.{changed}) OWNER =
CUST_LIST.{owner};

162439 Feature
Enhancement

N/A Search / Report Implemented a mechanism to refresh Home Page reports
individually

Home Page reports now have a refresh button to the right
of their title.  This allows each report to be refreshed
individually, as opposed to refreshing the entire page

164487 Feature
Enhancement

N/A Search / Report Increased number of rows in a container report Within a container report it was previously a limit to allow
up to 10 rows of reports to be defined.  This limit has
been increased to 50 rows of reports.

162438 Feature
Enhancement

N/A User Custom More flexible USERNAME_DISPLAY can be customized A new user custom exit allows the user name display to
be further customized on add and edit screens.  This exit
is named
ucTypeAheadUserNameDisplayListByTypeaheadSearch
Key.

163485 Feature
Enhancement

N/A User Custom Provide alternative template for navigation bar A new user custom exit has been created, allowing the
entire navigation bar to be replaced with a new navigation
bar defined in custom code.  The name of this new user
custom exit is ucNavBarReplace.

165384 Feature
Enhancement

N/A User Custom Ability to control attachment deletion dynamically with
user custom code

A new user custom exit named
ucAllowAttachmentOperation has been defined to give
the ExtraView developer additional control over how and
when attachments may be uploaded and managed.

163484 Feature
Enhancement

N/A User Interface
Issues

Implemented new behavior setting to swap the position of
titles and buttons on screens

A new behavior setting named
MENU_BUTTON_POSITION with values of LEFT and
RIGHT has been created.  This will swap the menu
buttons and the screen title in the header and footer of the
screen

163461 Product Bug 6.2.2 API & CLI Problems with evupload resolved 1) The -s parameter that allowed the user to upload an
attachment and specify a different "created by" user, did
not appear to work

2) The -a parameter that allowed the user to specify an
ALT_ID instead of an ID in order to identify the ticket to
attach the file to, did not work.

These two issues were fixed.
162371 Product Bug 6.1.4 Add & Edit Multi-value list field on repeating rows caused error on

update of issue
A customer experienced an error when updating a record
that had a multi-select list field on a repeating row
(RELEASE) layout and with an empty ({NULL} value
selected.  This was fixed so no error occurs.

164692 Product Bug 6.2.3 Add & Edit A user list that was a child of an allowed value, used the
incorrect sort order

This was related to using the behavior setting of
USERNAME_DISPLAY with a value of LAST.  When this
was set, the sort order was using FIRST as the sort order.
This has been fixed.
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165852 Product Bug 6.2.3 Add & Edit Fix for Allowed Value Bug This was an error that would only be encountered rarely,
when the Global Area is being used to define allowed
values, and the Global Area is not the first item in the sort
sequence and the allowed value definition for a field was
then altered.  This was fixed.

165977 Product Bug 6.3.1 Add & Edit Update & Prev/Next buttons did not display reliably when
drilling down from Column report

This problem was resolved so that these buttons will
reliably appear, assuming the user role has permission to
the buttons.

165363 Product Bug 6.2.3 EV Mail Problem with email templates and field substitutions in the
subject line

Previously, substitutions for fields such as $$ID$$ only
worked in the body of an email template.  This has been
improved so they also work in the subject line of the mail.

162352 Product Bug N/A General code
issues

XSS vulnerability in Extraview 6.1.1 An XSS vulnerability issue was discovered whereby
JavaScript could be inserted directly into the URL of a call
to the ExtraView server.  This vulnerability was fixed by
ensuring that any JavaScript within an ExtraView URL is
discarded immediately it reaches the server.

148546 Product Bug 6.2.1 Rules Engine Order of preupdate rules processing and release record
deletions processing could cause a problem

A valid configuration within an installation is to perform
calculations on repeating rows and place the result within
a field outside the repeating row.  When a user deleted a
repeating row its contents were still included in the
calculation.  Now, the delete is performed before the
calculation, so that the result from the calculation reflects
the remaining rows.

Count: 22 records
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